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• 2015:  (present day)
 International Space Station  (6 crew)
 Soyuz  4 launches/year
 ISS Resupply with International Partners (Progress, ATV, HTV)
 ISS Resupply with Commercial Resupply Contract (Space-X and Orbital Sciences)
• ~2017 -2018
 International Space Station (6+ Crew)
 Soyuz  2 launches /year
 Commercial Crew ~2 launches/year
 ISS Resupply with International Partners (Progress, HTV )
 ISS Resupply with Commercial Resupply Contract (new contract)
 Orion Exploration Mission-1 (uncrewed, Circumlunar)
• ~2021
 International Space Station (6+ Crew)
 Soyuz  2 launches /year
 Commercial Crew ~2 launches/year
 ISS Resupply with International Partners (Progress, HTV)
 ISS Resupply with Commercial Resupply Contract 
 Orion Exploration Mission-2 (crewed, Lunar orbit)
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6Boeing:  CST-100 / Atlas V
7Space X:  Dragon / Falcon 9
8Space X:  Dragon Pad Abort Test
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Orion can sustain crew for nearly a week in a depressed cabin
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Deep Space Exploration Vehicle
The Orion Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle 
will be capable of sustaining a crew of 
up to six astronauts on deep-space 
missions that could last anywhere from 
six days for a lunar flyby mission to up 
to 900 days for a Mars exploration 
mission when paired with additional 
propulsion and habitation systems.
